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1980-81 Rolf J. Klärich 
(confectionary 

manufacturing), Rotary 
Club of Helsinki-

Helsingfors, Finland. 
Rotary vision: 

That its members 
Take Time to Serve

— any time, anywhere —
and make the organization 

work.

http://carteretcountytax.com/

Shelby introduced Carl Tilghman, Tax Administrator, who spoke
about the county’s 2019 revaluation process. This process occurs
every 4 years for Carteret County.

FIRST LOOK at the 2019 REVALUATION

Carl Tilghman began by stating the
2019 revaluation seems to indicate an
increasing market. The number of
sales has increased, and the sale
prices have generally increased when
compared to 2015 data. He continued
his slide presentation with many
details of the process and technology
used to develop neighborhood
models from an analysis of recent
sales and individual property
improvements to determine current
market values.

His slides and comments outlined and provided details of their
two processes using improved technologies thus saving a great
deal of time and expense. First, they use the Pictometry aerial
photograph system to view each improved parcel of property.
Second, they have replaced FITS (Field Inspection Tracking System)
with “Mobile Assessor” to do property reviews and make changes
directly to their database while the appraiser is on site in the field.
Third, they have added Spatialest, a multiple regression analysis
tool using GIS. The use of these programs has saved hundreds of
hours of labor and vehicle expenses by eliminating the need for
field visits to evaluate parcels while providing more accurate real
property tax values.

Rotarians found the presentation interesting as evidenced by
several questions. Especially interesting were those slides with
property aerial photographs and Carl’s explanations as to how the
property can be viewed from several angles.

Rotarians thanked Carl for
providing details of the 2019
revaluation processes, and
President Rick gave Carl our
challenge coin with an
explanation of how it may be
used to give some deserving
person a meal.
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